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1.7 x 101.7 x 10--66 < g < 5.0 x 10< g < 5.0 x 10--66 GeVGeV--11

1.0 < m < 1.5  1.0 < m < 1.5  meVmeV
PVLAS rotation effect is 1028 stronger than QED (Heisenberg-Euler) 

prediction!

PVLAS results may be PVLAS results may be 
explained by a region . . .explained by a region . . .

LIPSS goal:  test (particle interpretation of) LIPSS goal:  test (particle interpretation of) 
the PVLAS result in a photon regeneration the PVLAS result in a photon regeneration 

experimentexperiment



light, neutral boson coupling to photonslight, neutral boson coupling to photons

use FEL laser light and magnetic fielduse FEL laser light and magnetic field
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pseudoscalar particle or    
pseudoscalar interaction

Photon RegenerationPhoton Regeneration
‘‘light shining through a walllight shining through a wall’’
BFRT BFRT CollabCollab, , Phys. Rev. D47 3707 (1993)Phys. Rev. D47 3707 (1993)

couple polarized laser couple polarized laser 
light with magnetic fieldlight with magnetic field

SikivieSikivie (1983); (1983); 
AnselAnsel’’mm (1985); (1985); 
Van Bibber et al Van Bibber et al 
(1987), (1987), RaffeltRaffelt et al et al 
(1988)(1988)



Jefferson LabJefferson Lab’’s Free Electron Lasers Free Electron Laser



JLAB facility spectroscopic rangeJLAB facility spectroscopic range

LIPSS IR run at 935 nm

~100% ~100% 
linearly linearly 
polarized light polarized light 
tuneabletuneable over over 
large large 
wavelength wavelength 
rangerange



actual power delivered to the LIPSS dump over 5 days
laser beam power remarkably stable



LIPSS apparatus.

Brewster windows

935 nm

isolated vacuum 
systems

particle?

regenerated
light



LIPSS setup in Lab 1 at FELLIPSS setup in Lab 1 at FEL



GW magnet GW magnet 
field mapfield map

GW auxilliary poles With & WO pole tip extenders
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each GW magnet is 0.5 m long.  

two GW magnets are paired 
together to form a generation 
magnet 1 m long; two more to form 
a regeneration magnet 1 m long



Upstream Generation and Regeneration Magnets at Full Power 217A
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average magnet length: 1.05 meter

average magnetic field strength 1.76 T

field uniformity:  adequate

1.8 Tesla



Princeton Instruments  ACTON 10:400BRPrinceton Instruments  ACTON 10:400BR--LNLN
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LN2 cooled:  1.3 e/pix/hour dark noise !!!
used 100 kHZ readout rate



PI Acton 10:400BRPI Acton 10:400BR--LN  CCD tests examplesLN  CCD tests examples

tests under controlled conditions to verify manufacturer specstests under controlled conditions to verify manufacturer specs

0.4 adu/photon at 935 nm



.

detector optics

Spec10:400BR-LN 
camera

lensmirror



details of LIPSS layout (not to scale)



alignmentalignment

used used HeNeHeNe laser to align to CCDlaser to align to CCD
used FEL in alignment mode (pulsed laser, ~0.5W) used FEL in alignment mode (pulsed laser, ~0.5W) 
to align to same iris set (6 ea), including the iris in to align to same iris set (6 ea), including the iris in 
front of CCDfront of CCD
focusing lens with focal length 50.2 mm in front of focusing lens with focal length 50.2 mm in front of 
CCD.CCD.
used used picomotorpicomotor on TM2 and TM3 to adjust beam on TM2 and TM3 to adjust beam 
position; kept constant during runposition; kept constant during run



beam spot occasionally 
drifted and had to be 

adjusted using 
picomotors;  the spots 
were logged to VHS 

tape.

high power laser can cause 
damage to equipment if not 
monitored and held stable!!

laser beam alignment

calculated that the beam pointing 
motion was < 50 microns on CCD

will verify this with measurement



binning

1 X 1 5 X 5

1mm X 1mm region 
binning can be done on chip before readout to minimize noise, 
but one must choose the binning wisely to optimize the signal

readout noise per pixel reduced with coarse binning.

contribution from dark noise may increase if not binned properly.



2 hour exposure; cosmic ray hits obvious2 hour exposure; cosmic ray hits obvious
exclude all regions where there were CR hitsexclude all regions where there were CR hits
5x5 pix array area shown in yellow5x5 pix array area shown in yellow

run procedure:

1. take short (bias) 
exposure

2. take LED exposure

3. take long (physics) 
exposure

4. if CR hit ‘near’ signal 
region, discard run



increase S/N:  focusing lightincrease S/N:  focusing light

focusing 
lens

pixel array

< 10 µm 
spot size

in this analysis, we assumed that 
the beam illuminated a 3x3 array 
of 20 micron x 20 micron pixels

actual value should be less than 
this; will be verified



1340 x 400 =  536000 
(20 x 20 µm) pixels



#pixels

readout 
noise

noise contributions

cosmic 
rays,etc

1 second   ADC counts/pixel

2 hour    ADC counts/pixel 

determine light leaks from long run with room lights on and thendetermine light leaks from long run with room lights on and then offoff
–– determined to be less than 1 count per hour determined to be less than 1 count per hour 

determine read noise from short run with room lights off.determine read noise from short run with room lights off.
–– approximately 3 counts per pixel per readapproximately 3 counts per pixel per read



all anomaly-free  pixels

near region-of-interest

region-of-
interest

define define ‘‘signal regionsignal region’’ from alignmentfrom alignment
for each run, get pixel mean near for each run, get pixel mean near ‘‘signal regionsignal region’’ and in and in ‘‘signal regionsignal region’’..
Look for excess events in signal region compared to background (Look for excess events in signal region compared to background (over over 
500 thousand background detectors)500 thousand background detectors)



g = coupling constant (1/M)g = coupling constant (1/M)
B = magnetic fieldB = magnetic field
L = magnet lengthL = magnet length
ωω = light wavelength= light wavelength

Y = n PY = n P1 1 PP22 εε ((∆Ω∆Ω//ΩΩ)) yield (#/s)yield (#/s)

nn = photon flux (#/s)= photon flux (#/s)
P1 (P2)P1 (P2) = production (regeneration) probability= production (regeneration) probability
εε = quantum detection efficiency= quantum detection efficiency
∆Ω∆Ω//ΩΩ = solid angle for detection= solid angle for detection
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parameters:  initial runparameters:  initial run

BB--field:  field:  1.75 T  1.75 T  
magnet length:  magnet length:  1.05 m1.05 m
IR FEL powerIR FEL power 0.20 kW0.20 kW
IR FEL wavelengthIR FEL wavelength 935 nm  (1.3 935 nm  (1.3 eVeV))
quantum efficiencyquantum efficiency 0.400.40
linear polarizationlinear polarization 100%100%
acceptanceacceptance 90%90%
exptexpt’’ll efficiencyefficiency ~ 90%~ 90%
expected signal rate > 0.01 Hz expected signal rate > 0.01 Hz 

at at ggaaγγγγ > 1.9 x 10> 1.9 x 10--66 GeVGeV--11



LIPSS initial (IR) runLIPSS initial (IR) run

significance:significance:
RRss signal rate:  signal rate:  
RRbb background (dark count) background (dark count) 
raterate

for discovery for discovery 

minimum running time requiredminimum running time required
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rate estimate, as example . . .rate estimate, as example . . .
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rate estimate, as example . . .rate estimate, as example . . .
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not sensitive enough yet to cover full parameter space of  PVLAS
result, however did reach the sensitive region for scalar coupling

LIPSS initial (IR) runLIPSS initial (IR) run
light polarized perpendicular to B light polarized perpendicular to B 

fieldfield

preliminary

preliminary



run specificsrun specifics
several runs in Decseveral runs in Dec’’0606--FebFeb’’07 to optimize experimental 07 to optimize experimental 
conditions.conditions.
run C was the first physics run; March 2007run C was the first physics run; March 2007
acquired a good set of data with polarization acquired a good set of data with polarization ┴┴ to to 
magnetic field; need a similar set with the polarization    magnetic field; need a similar set with the polarization    
to the magnetic fieldto the magnetic field
~12 MJ ~12 MJ of photons were delivered in 12 good 2of photons were delivered in 12 good 2--hour hour 
runsruns
the only detectable sources of uncertainty were read the only detectable sources of uncertainty were read 
noise and dark current.noise and dark current.
our task is to get to a sensitivity that would enable the our task is to get to a sensitivity that would enable the 
PVLAS boson hypothesis to be definitively confirmed or PVLAS boson hypothesis to be definitively confirmed or 
rejected . rejected . 

||||



summarysummary
LIPSS has begun to test LIPSS has begun to test axionaxion interpretation of interpretation of 
PVLAS resultPVLAS result
–– data in scalar configurationdata in scalar configuration

uses JLAB FEL and its facilitiesuses JLAB FEL and its facilities
use dipole magnets that are onuse dipole magnets that are on--hand (~1.8 T)hand (~1.8 T)
used ultraused ultra--low noise CCD arraylow noise CCD array
200 watts average power; light polarized perpendicular to B200 watts average power; light polarized perpendicular to B

ran in Spring 2007 24 hours, 935 nmran in Spring 2007 24 hours, 935 nm
–– some reach into sensitive region of parameter spacesome reach into sensitive region of parameter space

continue experiment in ~winter 2008continue experiment in ~winter 2008
–– upgrade optics to get higher powerupgrade optics to get higher power
–– additional diagnostic monitoring equipmentadditional diagnostic monitoring equipment
–– get get pseudoscalarpseudoscalar datadata


